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There are a number of options available to users of the AVR200 who would like to program this board. The 

AVR Mega structure, with its 32 working registers all connected to the ALU and six paired registers (X, Y 

and Z providing three 16-bit indirect address register pointers) give a very efficient architecture for both 

assembly-language and high-level programmers.  

 

In a typical ALU operation, two operands from the register file are operated on, and the result put back into 

a register, all in one single cycle of the clock.  As well as direct memory access instructions, the X, Y and Z 

registers address memory indirectly, with/without displacements and with/without auto increment / 

decrement options. (These later modes make the ATmega32 CPU extremely efficient for high-level 

compiled languages, where they are used to address variables and pass parameters to/from functions.) 

Programming support for AVR200 

There are 16 different support packages listed on Atmels “AVR 8-Bit RISC Third Party Support”; 

http://www.atmel.com/products/avr/thirdparty.asp, supporting C (8 flavours), BASIC (4), Pascal (2), Forth 

(2) and Java.  

 

The other useful site, packed full of resources for AVR programming, is the very active AVR user’s group: 

http://www.avrfreaks.net/, go to “Tools” and then  “Tooltree”, where 24 compilers are listed. 

 

JED uses and supports several lower-cost options, and notes on the JED CD and web page show how to 

purchase, download and install each of these: (http://www.jedmicro.com.au/avr200.htm): 

Free Assembly (machine) language 

The AVR “Studio” software package supplied on the free Atmel CD (with the kit/board) includes a full 

macro assembler/simulator/debugger. This has a full IDE (Integrated development Environment) and 

provides the closest “contact” that a programmer can have with the intimate CPU architecture.  

 

A 149 page instruction set guide is on the Atmel CD or at: 

 http://www.atmel.com/dyn/products/other_docs.asp?family_id=607 

Free WinAVR GCC compiler 

 

The WinAVR GCC compiler offers a good, all-round development suite for the beginner and hobbyist, 

embedded C, programmer. It has I/O port support, extensive help and library manuals, embedded support 

functions for things like delays, eeprom access, WDT and CRC. It can produce a debug file compatible 

with AVR Studio providing simulation and debug capabilities.  

WinAVR does require more fiddling around to get things setup, as opposed to the various commercial 

compilers, largely due to it’s lack of a full IDE implementation. However, the “Programmers Notepad” 

editor can run a “Make” file, which can automate the whole process. (A sample “Make” file is supplied on 

the JED CD and site as an example.) This gives WinAVR a degree of automation similar to many of the 

IDE/GUI based commercial compilers available.  

WinAVR certainly offers many features that make it an ideal starting point for embedded C, enthusiasts 

and hobbyists alike, especially given the price! 

(A link on http://www.jedmicro.com.au/avr200.htm takes you to the download sites.) 

 

 



CodeVisionAVR C Compiler 

 

CodeVisionAVR is a commercial C compiler from HP Infotech. It is at the lower end of the commercial 

price range and is packed with features. It has a full IDE/GUI including debugger, programmer and 

terminal, and is well documented. It has library function support for EEPROM access, Dallas 1-Wire, I
2
C, 

BCD and Gray code conversion, LCD support, SPI and the Dallas real time clock.  

Perhaps one of CodeVisionAVR’s best features is the automatic code wizard generator that removes the 

tedious aspect of setting up your initial register conditions. It does this by providing dialogue boxes which 

the user simply checks to set up UARTs, timers, ports etc. and inserts the code generated into the source 

editor and allows you to get on with writing the actual core of your project much faster. 

A description is at: http://www.hpinfotech.ro/html/cvavr_features.htm 

The user group is at: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/codevisionavr/ 

(A link on http://www.jedmicro.com.au/avr200.htm takes you to the purchase site.) 

BASCOM-AVR BASIC Compiler 

BASCOM-AVR (© MCS-Elec) is a commercial Basic compiler from MCS Electronics for the AVR. It also 

has a full IDE/GUI including debugger, programmer, simulator and terminal, and a comprehensive user 

manual and beginners guide. It produces fast machine code (not interpreted code.) It has library support for 

EEprom access, Dallas 1-Wire, I
2
C, LCD support, SPI and real time clock. Statements are 99% compatible 

with Microsoft’s Qbasic.  

 

A description is at: http://www.mcselec.com/bascom-avr.htm  

 

The user group is at: http://www.grote.net/bascom/index.html 

 

(A link on http://www.jedmicro.com.au/avr200.htm takes you to the purchase site.) 

Getting the program into the CPU 

There are two options for programming the CPU with your program: 

• Buy and use the AVR-ISP programmer. This connects to the serial port of the PC, and takes the hex or 

binary files from “AVR Studio” and programs them into the CPU program FLASH memory and 

EEPROM non-volatile data memory. This plugs into the 6-pin section of J13 on the board and 

transfers data and sets option fuses in one operation. The various compilers support it as well; 

• Order the ATmega32 from JED with the bootloading program “MegaLoad” pre-installed in the top 

part of its memory, at location 3C00hex. Then run the MegaLoad Windows application on the PC, 

connect the AVR200 card to the PC serial port, and toggle the Reset switch on the AVR200 card. Flash 

and EEPROM data then downloads at 115Kbaud in a few seconds with no external hardware needed.  

 

Instructions for obtaining and using the free JED compilation of MegaLoad are on 

http://www.jedmicro.com.au/avr200.htm  

 


